In order to understand the possible qq quark-model assignments of the BJ (5840) and BJ (5960) recently reported by the LHCb Collaboration, we evaluate mass spectra, strong decays, and radiative decays of bottom and bottom-strange mesons in a nonrelativistic quark model. Comparing these predictions with the relevant experimental results, we suggest that the BJ (5840) and BJ (5960) can be identified as B(2 1 S0) and B(1 3 D3), respectively, and the B(5970) reported by the CDF Collaboration can be interpreted as B(2 3 S1) or B(1 3 D3). Further precise measurements of the width, spin and decay modes of the B(5970) are needed to distinguish these two assignments. These predictions of bottom and bottom-strange mesons can provide useful information to further experimental investigations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heavy-light mesons composed of one heavy quark and one light quark act as the hydrogen atoms of hadron physics and are the ideal laboratory for the understanding of strong interactions in the non-perturbative regime [1] [2] [3] . In the past several years, significant progress has been achieved in studying the charmed and charmedstrange states exerimentally [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . It is widely accepted that the ground charmed and charmed-strange mesons such as D(1S), D(1P ), D s (1S), and D s (1P ) have been established [4] , and some candidates for higher radial and orbital excitations have also been reported, which have stimulated many theoretical investigations on these excitations [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] .
Recently, the LHCb Collaboration studied B + π − and B 0 π − invariant mass distributions by analysing pp collision data at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV [29] . Precise masses and widths of the B 1 (5721) and B * 2 (5747) are measured, and two excited bottom mesons B J (5840) 0,+ and B J (5960) 0,+ are observed, whose masses and widths are also studied with various quantum number hypotheses. The measured masses and widths of neutral B J (5840) and B J (5960) under different spin-parity hypotheses are listed in Table I . In 2013, the CDF Collaboration studied the B 0 π + and B + π − invariant mass distributions using the data from pp collisions at √ s = 1.96 TeV [30] . A new resonance B(5970) are found both in the B 0 π + and B + π − mass distributions, whose mass and width of the neutral state are 5978±5±12 MeV and 70 +30 −20 ± 30 MeV, respectively. Since the B(5970) can decay into Bπ final state, it should be a natural spinparity state.
Unlike the prosperity of charm sector, experimental information on excited bottom and bottom-strange mesons is scarce. Therefore, the above excited B mesons reported by the LHCb and CDF Collaborations provide a * Electronic address: lidm@zzu.edu.cn good platform to study the low-lying excited bottom and bottom-strange mesons. Some theoretical predictions on masses and widths of bottom and bottom-strange mesons have been performed in different approaches such as constituent quark model [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , chiral quark model [11] , 3 P 0 model [36] [37] [38] , heavy meson effective theory [39, 40] and other approaches [41, 42] . These theoretical predictions are not completely consistent with each other. In order to under the natures of the B J (5840), B J (5960), and B(5970), further test calculations against the experimental measurements are required.
The main purpose of this work is to discuss the possible quark-model assignments of the B J (5840), B J (5960), and B(5970). We shall calculate the masses of excited bottom and bottom-strange mesons in a nonrelativistic quark model and the corresponding strong decay behaviors in the 3 P 0 model. The relevant radiative transitions are also evaluated.
This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we calculate the bottom and bottom-strange meson masses in a nonrelativistic quark model. In Sec. III, we evaluate the two-body OZI allowed strong decays of the bottom and bottom-strange mesons in the 3 P 0 model with the realistic wave functions from the quark model employed in Sec. II. In Sec. IV, we give the E1 and M 1 radiative decays of the bottom and bottom-strange mesons. A summary is given in the last section.
II. MASSES
To obtain the bottom and bottom-strange meson spectroscopy, we calculate their masses in a nonrelativistic quark model proposed by Lakhina and Swanson, which can describe the heavy-light meson and heavy quarkonium masses with reasonable accuracy [43] . We have employed this model to evaluate the open-charm mesons masses in Ref. [18] . In this model, the total Hamiltonian can be written as The neutral charge resonances observed by the LHCb Collaboration with different spin-parity hypotheses [29] .
The N and UN stand for the natural spin-parity [P = (−1) J ] and unnatural spin parity [P = (−1) (J +1) ], respectively. 
where H 0 is the zeroth-order Hamiltonian, H sd is the spin-dependent Hamiltonian, and Cis a constant. The H 0 is
where p is the center-of-mass momentum, r is theseparation, M r = 2m q mq/(m q + mq); m q and mq are the masses of quark q and antiquarkq, respectively; S q and Sq are the spins of the quark q and antiquarkq, respectively. The spin-dependent part H sd can be expressed as
where L is the relative orbital angular momentum of thesystem, and
Here γ E = 0.5772 and the scale µ is set to 1.1 GeV. The parameters used in this work are α s = 0.5, b = 0.14 GeV 2 , σ = 1.17 GeV, C db = 0.003 GeV, C sb = 0.051 GeV. The constituent quark masses are taken to be m u = m d = 0.45 GeV, m s = 0.55 GeV, and m b = 4.5 GeV.
The spin-orbit term included in the H sd can be decomposed into symmetric part H sym and antisymmetric part H anti . These two parts can be written as
The antisymmetric part H anti gives rise to the the spinorbit mixing of the heavy-light mesons with different total spins but with the same total angular momentum such Table II and III. The predictions of some other quark models [32] [33] [34] [35] are also listed. It is believed that thesystem can be described by the relativistic Hamiltonian
For the heavy quarkonium, because of p being smaller than the quark mass, the kinetic energy terms in Eq. (9) can be expanded in inverse powers of the quark mass to obtain the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian. The heavylight meson state is in principle a relativistic system since p is not smaller than the light constituent quark mass m. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss the applicability of the nonrelativistic approximation for the relativistic heavy-light system. It is suggested that the following Martin's operator bound is valid for arbitrary mass M [46] (10) holds if the extremum is taken in M. Based on this effective mass expansion of the relativistic kinetic energy term, Jaczko and Durand explain the success of Martin's nonrelativistic descriptions for the spectra of the relativistic light-light and heavy-light mesons [47] . In fact, when an extremum is taken already in the spectrum, the resulting procedure is just a variational method, which establishes a connection between the nonrelativistic potential model and the relativistic potential model. This method, based on the original work [48] and also known as the auxiliary or einbein field method, has proven to be rather accurate in various calculations for the relativistic systems [49] and has been applied to the light-light and heavy-light mesons, glueballs, and hybrids [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . This suggests that one can describe the relativistic heavy-light mesons with formally nonrelativistic formulae. When we discuss the possible assignments of the observed bottom states based on the mass information, we use the mass ranges from different quark models including the nonrelativistic and relativistic models rather than The bottom meson spectrum. The solid lines stand for our predictions and the shaded regions are the expected mass ranges from some other quark models [32] [33] [34] [35] . The observed bottom states are also depicted. The N and UN denote natural parity and unnatural parity, respectively.
only from the nonrelativistic model (1) .
The predicted mass ranges from different quark models and the observed bottom states are shown in Fig. 1 Table IV . Below, we shall focus on these possible assignments. Since the mass information alone is insufficient to identify these states, hence the strong decay behaviors also need to be investigated in the 3 P 0 model.
III. STRONG DECAYS
A.
In this work, we adopt the 3 P 0 model to evaluate the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka-allowed two-body strong decays of the bottom and bottom-strange mesons. The 3 P 0 model, also called as quark pair creation model, has been wildly applied to study hadron strong decays with considerable success [56] [57] [58] [59] . In this model, the meson decay occurs through a quark-antiquark pair with the vacuum quantum number [60] . Here we give a brief review of the 3 P 0 model. The transition operator T of the decay A → BC 
State
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in the 3 P 0 model can be written as [61] 
where γ is a dimensionless q 3q4 pair-production strength, and p 3 and p 4 are the momenta of the created quark q 3 and antiquarkq 4 , respectively. φ The partial wave amplitude M LS (P ) can be expressed as
where M MJ A MJ B MJ C (P ) is the helicity amplitude and defined as
The |A , |B , and |C denote the mock meson states and the mock meson |A is defined by [62] |A(n 
Because of different choices of the pair-production vertex, phase space conventions, employed meson wave functions, various 3 P 0 models exist in literatures. In this work, we restrict to the simplest vertex as introduced originally by [60] , which assumes a spatially constant pairproduction strength γ, adopt the relativistic phase space as Ref. [61] , and the realistic meson wave functions from the quark model (1) . With the relativistic phase space, the decay width Γ(A → BC) can be expressed in terms of the partial wave amplitude Eq. (12)
where
, and M A , M B , and M C are the masses of the mesons A, B, and C, respectively.
We take the light nonstrange quark pair creation strength γ = 7.6 by fitting to the total width of the B * 2 (5747) as the B(1 3 P 2 ) state. The γ and strange quark pair creation strength γ ss can be related by γ ss = γ mu ms [63] , where the constituent quark masses m u and m s the same as those used in the mass esitmateds in the quark model (1). Our value of γ is higher than that used by other groups such as [22, 59] by a factor of √ 96π due to different field conventions. The mixing angles θ nL are taken from Table II and III.
B. B(1P ) states
For the B(1 3 P 0 ) state, the predicted mass is above the Bπ threshold. The decay widths of the B(1 3 P 0 ) are shown in Table V . No experimental data of the B(1 3 P 0 ) exist, but some theoretical estimations also give a broad width [9, 36] , which is consistent with our result.
In Table VI , we give the decay widths of the the B * 2 (5747). The γ-independent ratio is predicted to be
which is consistent with experimental data of 1.10±0.42± 0.31 [64] and 0.71 ± 0.14 ± 0.30 [29] . The decay widths of the B 1 (5721) as the B 1 (1P ) and B ′ 1 (1P ) are listed in Table VII . With the B 1 (1P ) assignment to B 1 (5721), the total decay width is expected to be about 200 MeV, much larger than the experiment, hence this assignment can be totally excluded. With the B ′ 1 (1P ) assignment, the total width of the B 1 (5721) is 40.63 MeV, consistent with 30.1 ± 1.5 ± 3.5 given by the LHCb Collaboration [29] .
The dependence of the B 1 (5721) total width on the mixing angle θ 1P is depicted in Fig 2. The predicted mixing angle from the quark model (1) is θ 1P = −34.6
• . With this angle, the B 1 (1P ) decay width is much broader than that of the B ′ 1 (1P ), which is consistent with other theoretical predictions [9, 36] . In the heavy quark effective theory, the P wave heavy-light mesons can be divided into the (0 + , 1 + ) j= 1 2 and (1 + , 2 + ) j= 3 2 doublets, where j is the total angular momentum of the light quark. In the heavy quark limit, the θ 1P = −54.7
• , which is close to quark model prediction of −34.6
• . For the two 1 + states, the decay width is broader for the j = doublets.
C. BJ (5840) and BJ (5960)
For the B J (5840) and B J (5960), three spin-parity hypothesis exist, which classifies these states into different possible assignments. In the following, we will consider these assignments one by one.
In Table VIII, to be 48.55 MeV, in good agreement with the data of 55.9 ± 6.6 ± 9.4 MeV.
To sum up, with the hypothesis III, the total widths of the B J (5840) and B J (5960) can be reproduced simultaneously. The strong decay behaviors combined with masses indicate that the B J (5840) and B J (5960) can be identified as the B(2 1 S 0 ) and B(1 3 D 3 ), respectively. The assignment of the B J (5840) as the B(2 1 S 0 ) state, is also suggested by the LHCb Collaboration [29] . The main de- Table X . However, because of the large uncertainty of the B(5970) total width, both the B(2 3 S 1 ) and B(1 3 D 3 ) assignments are favored by the experimental data [30] . Ref. [36] interprets the B(5870) as the B(2 3 S 1 ) state while Ref. [9] assigns the B(5970) as the B(1 3 D 3 ) state [9] . The main decay modes of the B(2 3 S 1 ) are expected to be Bπ, B * π, Bη, B * η, B s K, and B * s K, while the B(1 3 D 3 ) is expected to mainly decay to Bπ, B * π. Further precise measurements of the width, spin and decay modes are needed to distinguish these two assignments.
Given the bottom masses and spin-parity, no experimental candidates exist for the B(1 3 D 1 ), B 2 (1D) and B ′ 2 (1D) states. Our predicted masses for these three states are 6095 MeV, 6004 MeV, and 6113 MeV, respectively. With these masses as inputs, their total decay widths are listed in Table XII. It is shown that all these three states have large total widths more than 200 MeV. The decay modes of these states are different, mainly due to the quantum number conservation and the threshold. 
Total width 287.85 250.69 215.47
In heavy quark limit, the mixing angle is θ 1D = −50.8
• [65] . Our predicted θ 1D = −39.6
• is close to −50.8
• . With this mixing angle, the total decay width of B 2 (1D) is broader than B doublets, respectively.
F. Bs(1P ) states
For the B s (1 3 P 0 ) state, the predicted mass is below the BK threshold, which is consistent with some other studies [32, 66] . Hence, there is no OZI-allowed strong decay pattern and the dominant decay mode may be B s π. This situation is analogous to the charmed-strange partner D * s0 (2317), whose decay width is mainly due to OZI-violated D s π channel. Based on higher mass of B s (1 3 P 0 ) state, some theoretical calculations give a broad decay width [9, 36] . Further experimental search for the B s (1 3 P 0 ) state will distinguish these two predictions.
The decay widths of the B * s2 (5840) are listed in Table  XIII . The predicted total decay width is 1.99 MeV, in good agreement with LHCb experimental data of 1.56 ± 0.13±0.47 MeV [4, 67] and the CDF result of 1.4±0.4±0.2 MeV [30] . The predicted ratio
is independent with the γ and in agreement with the LHCb experimental data of 0.093 ± 0.013 ± 0.012 [4, 67] . In analogous to the B 1 (5721), the B s1 (5830) can be B s1 (1P ) or B ′ s1 (1P ) . With the predicted mixing angle θ 1P = −34.9
• , the total widths of B s1 (1P ) and B • , the total width of the B s1 (1P ) is consistent with the observed width. In the heavy quark effective theory, the ideal value of the mixing angle is θ 1P = −54.7
• , lying in the range of (−59.2 ∼ −50.4)
• . The extremely narrow total width of the B s1 (5830) suggests that it can be identified as the B • . The blue dashed line with a green band denotes the CDF experimental data.
Our predicted masses of the B s (1 doublets, respectively.
IV. RADIATIVE TRANSITIONS
Besides the strong decays, the radiative transitions are also the important tools to determine the properties of 
, Q b and Q q stand for the charges of the quark b and q in units of |e|, respectively. α = 1/137 is the fine-structure constant, E γ is the photon energy, E f is the energy of final heavy-light meson, M i is the mass of initial state, and the angular matrix element C f i can be expressed as
The wavefunctions obtained from the quark model (1) are used to calculate the E1 and M 1 radiative partial widths. To determine the photon and final state energies, The masses of these initial and final states should be involved. For the well established B, B * , B s , and B * s , the masses are taken from PDG [4] . For the 
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we calculate the bottom and bottomstrange meson spectroscopy in a nonrelativistic quark model proposed by Lakhina and Swanson. Our predictions, combined with the results from some other quark models, give the mass ranges of bottom and bottomstrange mesons. With these predictions, we give the possible quark-model assignments for these bottom mesons observed by LHCb and CDF Collaborations. Furthermore, the strong and radiative decay behaviors of these bottom and bottom-strange mesons are investigated with the realistic meson wave functions from our employed nonrelativistic quark model. The B 1 (5721) and B * 2 (5747) can be classified into the B 
